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2   Grade 3 Mathematics

The curriculum and assessment planner and tracker is 
a tool to support teachers in several ways:

• It provides a plan of what should be taught 
each day of the term based on the daily 
lesson plans. By following the programme in 
the tracker and the lesson plans, you will be 
sure to cover the curriculum in the allocated 
time, and to complete the formal assessment 
programme. 

• It enables you to track your progress through 
the curriculum during the term. By noting the 
date when each lesson is completed you can 
see whether or not you are ’on track’. If you 
are not, you can strategise with your head of 
department and peers on how to ensure that 
all the work for the term is completed. 

• The planner and tracker encourages you to 
reflect on what works well in your lessons, and 
where your work could be strengthened. These 
reflections can be shared with colleagues. In 
this way, the tracker encourages continuous 
improvement in teaching practice. 

It gives support for assessment by providing the 
following: 

 − Guidelines for oral and practical 
assessment activities 
Each week in the tracker table (after the 
daily lesson plan information) there is a 
statement of an activity that you can use 
for oral and/or practical assessment in 
that week. The activity links to one of the 
CAPS topics being taught in that week 
and should be carried out during those 
lessons (and completed during the open 
lesson at the end of the week if necessary). 
The activity statement is brief – it indicates 
what content is being tested. A rubric or 
checklist is given with criteria to clarify how 
you can allocate marks for the activity.

The activity statement and rubric/checklist 
should be used together as they give the 
full description of the activity and what 
has to be done in the activity. Most of the 
oral and practical assessment activities are 

formal but some of them are informal (this 
is indicated in the tracker table).

 − An Assessment Term Plan
This gives an overview of the planned 
assessment for the term. The plan includes 
the oral and practical (formal and informal) 
assessment activities and the written 
assessment items applicable to each week. 
Formal assessment has been planned to 
allow time for teachers to establish the 
routine at the beginning of each term and 
to enter marks into SA-SAMS at the end of 
the term.

 − A suggested mark record sheet
The sheet has columns in which you can 
record the marks for each of the formal 
assessments provided. This sheet follows 
the Assessment Term Plan. You can copy 
this sheet and add your learners’ names 
in the left hand column. The record sheet 
should help you when you have to enter 
marks into SA-SAMS. If the ’out of’ marks 
for the assessment activities you have  
used are not the same as those shown  
in SA-SAMS, you can change those in  
SA-SAMS. SA-SAMS will automatically 
adjust the weightings, and will provide  
the correct level for each learner. 

 − An item bank of questions
These can be used for written assessment 
on each of the CAPS content areas, with 
marking guidelines. These are referenced in 
the resources column of the tracker, linked 
to the lesson to which the assessment 
applies. These items can be used 
individually or grouped, at your discretion. 
You should ensure that you mark written 
work on each of the topics taught and give 
learners feedback on their work regularly. 

This book will not be redistributed each year. You 
should therefore file it for future use at the end of the 
term. As you are likely to have recorded dates and 
your reflection in it, we have provided separate tools 
for tracking and reflecting at the end of this book. 

ABOUT THE PLANNER  
AND TRACKER
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One is for conventional and the other for multigrade 
classrooms. Please use whichever is appropriate for 
your context. You will need to copy one for each 
week that you teach.

It is important to note that:
• The first term is not always the same length. 

If the term in which you are using the lesson 
plans and tracker is longer or shorter than 
11 weeks, you will need to adjust the pace at 
which you work to complete the work in the 
time available, or make another plan to stay on 
track. 

• The DBE workbook pages in this tracker refer 
to pages in the 2017 edition of the workbook. 
These might not be the same as the pages in 
the edition to which you will refer. You should 
check the references to each worksheet and 
adjust them in the Lesson Plans and the tracker 
if necessary each year.

• NB: It is possible that the formal assessment 
requirements published in CAPS will change 
in response to Circular S1 of 2017. However, 
at the time of printing this tracker, no updated 
information was available. When you receive 
official notification of changes, please adjust 
the programme here and in the trackers 
accordingly.

The following components are provided in the 
columns of the planner and tracker tables for each 
week:

1. Day of the week.
2. CAPS content, concepts and skills for the day.
3. The lesson number in the Lesson Plans.
4. DBE workbook page to be used in the lesson.
5. Resources needed (and written assessment 

item when applicable).
6. Date completed (this needs to be filled in  

each day).

Weekly reflection

The tracker gives you space to reflect on your 
Mathematics lessons on a weekly basis. You can 
share this reflection with your HOD and discuss 

things that worked or did not go so well in your 
lesson. Together with your HOD you can think of 
ways of improving on the daily work that the learners 
in your class are doing. 

When you reflect you could think about things  
such as:

• Was your preparation for the lesson adequate? 
For instance, did you have all the necessary 
resources? Had you thought through the 
content so that you understood it fully and so 
could teach it effectively?

• Did the purpose of the lesson succeed? 
For instance, did the learners reach a good 
understanding of the key concepts for the 
day? Could they use the language expected 
from them? Could they write what was 
expected from them?

• Did the learners cope with the work set 
for the day? For instance, did they finish 
the classwork? Was their classwork done 
adequately? Did you assign the homework?

Briefly write down your reflection weekly, following the 
prompts in the tracker.

• What went well?
• What did not go well?
• What did the learners find difficult or easy to 

understand or do?
• What will you do to support or extend 

learners?
• Did you complete all the work set for the 

week? 
• If not, how will you get back on track?
• What will you change next time? Why?

The reflection should be based on the daily lessons 
you have taught each week. It will provide you 
with a record for the next time you implement the 
same lesson. It also forms the basis for collegial 
conversations with your head of department and 
your peers.
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Week 1: Revision and baseline assessment

Topic CAPS topic DBE workbook Comment

1 Number concept Worksheet 3a (p. 6)
Worksheet 3b (p. 8)

 

2 Place value Worksheet 4 (p. 10)  

3 Addition and subtraction Worksheet 5 (p. 12)
Worksheet 8 (pp. 18, 19)
Worksheet 6 (pp. 14, 15)

 

4 Repeated addition leading 
to multiplication

Worksheet 1 (p. 2)
Worksheet 2 (p. 4)

 

5 Shapes and fractions Worksheet 11 (pp. 24, 25)
Worksheet 7 (p. 16)

 

6 3-D objects Worksheet 10 (p. 22)

7 Measurement Worksheet 13 (p. 28)
Worksheet 14 (p. 30)
Worksheet 15 (pp. 32, 33)

8 Data handling Worksheet 16 (pp. 34, 35)

Reflection

Think about and make a note of: What went well?  
What did not go well? What did the learners find difficult 
or easy to understand or do? What will you do to support 
or extend learners? Did you complete all the work set for 
the week? If not, how will you get back on track? 

What will you change next time? Why?

HOD: Date:

PLANNER AND TRACKER
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Week 2

Day CAPS content, concepts, skills LP no. DBE 
workbook

Resources Date 
completed

1 Numbers 0–99: Recognise, 
identify, read and write numbers 
symbols 0–99; Recognise, identify, 
read and write numbers names 
0–99

1 100 square (see Printable 
Resources), flashcards with number 

names (zero to nineteen, twenty 
to ninety), flard cards 0–99 (see 
Printable Resources), base ten 

blocks (see Printable Resources)

2 Place value up to 99: Recognise 
the place value of numbers to 99

2 Worksheet 18 
(pp. 38, 39

Flard cards (see Printable 
Resources), base ten blocks  

(see Printable Resources)
Written assessment item 1

3 Compare and order numbers 
up to 99: Describe, order and 
compare whole numbers up to 99 
using smaller than, greater than, 
more than, less than and is equal 
to; Describe and order whole 
numbers up to 99 from smallest to 
greatest, and greatest to smallest

3 Worksheet 17 
(pp. 36, 37)

Base ten blocks (see Printable 
Resources) (remediation only), 

blank 100 square  
(see Printable Resources)

4 Numbers between a 100 to 200: 
Recognise, identify, read and write 
number symbols from 100 to 200

4 Worksheet 33 
(pp. 76, 77)

101–200 number board, flard cards 
(see Printable Resources)

Written assessment items 2 and 3

5 Complete and consolidate the 
week’s assessment and work

n/a

Week 2 Assessment Activity: ORAL – INFORMAL
CAPS: Number, operations and relationships: Place value
Activity: Place value in numbers up to 99; Observe learners to assess their ability to work with 
tens and units

Mark: 
/7

Mark 
(percentage)

Criteria – rubric

1 (0%–29%) Unable to recognise or represent place value in numbers up to 99

2 (30%–39%) Can read numbers up to 99 using face value but cannot identify the tens and units

3 (40%–49%) Can read numbers up to 99 using face value – can correctly identify the units in the number

4 (50%–59%) Can read numbers up to 99 using face value – can correctly identify the tens and units in the 
number 

5 (60%–69%) Able to recognise and represent place value of numbers up to 99 in concrete displays, for 
example, base ten blocks

6 (70%–79%) Able to recognise place values in numbers and can compare pairs of numbers according to size 

7 (80%–100%) Able to recognise place values in numbers and can order numbers from smallest to greatest 
correctly 

Reflection

Think about and make a note of: What went well?  
What did not go well? What did the learners find 
difficult or easy to understand or do? What will you 
do to support or extend learners? Did you complete 
all the work set for the week? If not, how will you get 
back on track? 

What will you change next time? Why?

HOD: Date:
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Week 3

Day CAPS content, concepts, skills LP no. DBE 
workbook

Resources Date 
completed

6 Numbers 200 to 300: Recognise, identify, 
read and write number symbols and names 
from 200 to 300

5 Worksheet 23 
(pp. 52, 53)

Number cards and 
number name cards 

200–300, flard cards (see 
Printable Resources)
Written assessment  

item 4

7 Number 300 to 400: Recognise, identify, 
read and write number symbols and names 
from 300 to 400

6 Number cards and 
number name cards 

(200–300), flard cards (see 
Printable Resources)

8 Numbers 400 to 500: Recognise, identify, 
read and write number symbols and names 
from 400 to 500

7 Number cards and 
number name cards 

(400–500), flard cards (see 
Printable Resources)

9 Addition on a number line: Use a number 
line to add on in tens and ones

8 Worksheet 19 
(pp. 40, 41)

Number lines (see 
Printable Resources)
Written assessment  

item 5

10 Complete and consolidate the week’s 
assessment and work

n/a

Week 3 Assessment Activity: ORAL and PRACTICAL – INFORMAL
CAPS: Number, operations and relationships: Addition
Activity: Addition in the number range 0–100; Observe learners doing addition this week

Mark: 
/7

Mark 
(percentage) 

Criteria – rubric

1 (0%–29%) Unable to add correctly

2 (30%–39%) Able to add by counting all

3 (40%–49%) Able to add by counting on from the first number

4 (50%–59%) Able to add without counting but makes several mistakes and lapses back into counting sometimes

5 (60%–69%) Able to add without counting but makes a few mistakes

6 (70%–79%) Able to add in the number range without making any mistakes

7 (80%–100%) Able to add beyond the number range without making any mistakes

Reflection

Think about and make a note of: What went well?  
What did not go well? What did the learners find difficult or 
easy to understand or do? What will you do to support or 
extend learners? Did you complete all the work set for the 
week? If not, how will you get back on track? 

What will you change next time? Why?

HOD: Date:
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Week 4

Day CAPS content, concepts, skills LP no. DBE 
workbook

Resources Date 
completed

11 Subtraction on a number line: Use a 
number line to subtract numbers

9 Worksheet 20a 
Worksheet 20b 

(pp. 42–45)

Number lines (see 
Printable Resources)

12 Addition and subtraction: Add and  
subtract from 99 and use appropriate 
symbols (+, –, =, □); Build up and break 
down numbers

10 Worksheet 21a
Worksheet 21b 

(pp. 46–49)

n/a

13 Money: Recognise and identify the South 
African coins and bank notes; Solve money 
problems involving totals and change in 
rand or cents

11 Worksheet 26 
(pp. 60, 61)

Goods/products for shop, 
e.g. empty containers 

(cereal boxes, cool 
drink cans, tins, washing 
powder boxes, plastic 
milk bottles), pictures 

and cut-outs from 
supermarket fliers,  

range of play coins and 
notes to the value of  

R50 for each pair
Written assessment  

item 6
14 Fives (equivalent groups) and repeated 

addition: Solve repeated addition 
problems up to 50 using fives; Multiply 
numbers 1 to 10 by 5 and use appropriate 
symbols (×, =, □)

12 Worksheet 24 
(p. 54)

Counters

15 Complete and consolidate the week’s 
assessment and work

n/a

Week 4 Assessment Activity: ORAL and PRACTICAL – FORMAL
CAPS: Number, operations and relationships: Subtraction
Activity: Subtract in the number range 0–100; Observe learners doing addition this week

Mark: 
/7

Mark 
(percentage) 

Criteria – rubric

1 (0%–29%) Unable to subtract correctly

2 (30%–39%) Able to subtract by all and then counting back

3 (40%–49%) Able to subtract by counting back from the first number

4 (50%–59%) Able to subtract without counting but makes several mistakes and lapses back into counting 
sometimes

5 (60%–69%) Able to subtract without counting but makes a few mistakes

6 (70%–79%) Able to subtract in the number range without making any mistakes

7 (80%–100%) Able to subtract beyond the number range without making any mistakes

Reflection

Think about and make a note of: What went well?  
What did not go well? What did the learners find difficult or 
easy to understand or do? What will you do to support or 
extend learners? Did you complete all the work set for the 
week? If not, how will you get back on track? 

What will you change next time? Why?

HOD: Date:
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Week 5

Day CAPS content, concepts, skills LP no. DBE 
workbook

Resources Date 
completed

16 Fives arrays: Solve repeated addition 
problems up to 50 using fives: Multiply 
numbers 1 to 10 by 5 and use appropriate 
symbols (×, =, □)

13 Worksheet 24 
(p. 55)

n/a
Written assessment  

item 7

 

17 Fives – sharing and grouping: Solve and 
explain solutions to practical problems that 
involve equal sharing and grouping up to 
50; Divide numbers up to 50 by 5 and use 
appropriate symbols (÷, =, □)

14 Counters  

18 Twos (equivalent groups) and repeated 
addition: Solve repeated addition problems 
up to 50 using twos; Multiply numbers 1 to 
10 by 2 and use appropriate symbols  
(×, =, □)

15 Worksheet 25a 
(pp. 56, 57)

Counters
Written assessment  

item 8

 

19 Twos arrays: Solve repeated addition 
problems up to 50 using threes; Multiply 
numbers 1 to 10 by 2 and use appropriate 
symbols (×, =, □)

16 Worksheet 25b 
(pp. 58, 59)

n/a  

20 Complete and consolidate the week’s 
assessment and work

n/a  

Week 5 Assessment Activity: ORAL – FORMAL
CAPS: Patterns and Algebra: Number patterns
Activity: Observe learners counting in fives and twos and using 2s and 5s to multiply and divide

Mark: 
/7

Mark Criteria – Checklist: 1 mark for each criterion achieved

1 Able to count in 2s 

1 Able to count in 5s 

1 Able to count 2s and 5s shown in arrays

1 Able to use 2s in sharing problems

1 Able to use 5s in sharing problems

1 Able to use 2s in grouping problems

1 Able to use 5s in grouping problems

1 (0%–29%)

1 of 7 criteria

2 (30%–39%)

2 of 7 criteria

3 (40%–49%)

3 of 7 criteria

4 (50%–59%)

4 of 7 criteria

5 (60%–69%)

5 of 7 criteria

6 (70%–79%)

6 of 7 criteria

7 (80%–100%)

7 of 7 criteria

Reflection

Think about and make a note of: What went well?  
What did not go well? What did the learners find difficult or 
easy to understand or do? What will you do to support or 
extend learners? Did you complete all the work set for the 
week? If not, how will you get back on track? 

What will you change next time? Why?

HOD: Date:
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Week 6

Day CAPS content, concepts, skills LP no. DBE 
workbook

Resources Date 
completed

21 Twos – sharing and grouping: Solve and 
explain solutions to practical problems that 
involve equal sharing and grouping up to 
50; Divide numbers up to 50 by 2 and use 
appropriate symbols (÷, =, □)

17 Counters
Written assessment 

item 11

 

22 2-D shapes – straight and curved sides:
Describe, sort and compare 2-D shapes in 
terms of shape, straight sides and round 
sides

18 Worksheet 10 
(pp. 22, 23)

Labels and cut-outs of 
a rectangle, triangle, 
circle, square; a bag/
pillowcase to put the 

shapes into

 

23 2-D shapes – straight and round sides:
Describe, sort and compare 2-D shapes in 
terms of shape, straight sides and round 
sides

19 Worksheet 11 
(pp. 24, 25)

Scrap paper, 2-D 
shapes and shape 
name cards, old 

magazines/adverts, 
3-D shapes (cylinder, 

cone, pyramid, sphere, 
prism/box)

Written assessment 
item 13

 

24 Data – tally tables: Group to at least 200 
objects to estimate and count reliably; 
Represent data in a table; Represent data in 
a graph

20 n/a  

25 Complete and consolidate the week’s 
assessment and work

n/a  

Week 6 Assessment Activity: ORAL and PRACTICAL – FORMAL
CAPS: Space and shape
Activity: 2-D shapes – assess learners’ ability to recognise, identify and compare shapes

Mark: 
/7

Mark 
(percentage)

Criteria – rubric

1 (0%–29%) Able to recognise and name squares and circles

2 (30%–39%) Able to recognise and name triangles, squares and circles

3 (40%–49%) Able to recognise and name rectangles, triangles, squares and circles

4 (50%–59%) Able to recognise and compare rectangles, circles, squares and triangles in familiar orientations

5 (60%–69%) Able to recognise, sort and compare rectangles, circles, squares and triangles in unfamiliar 
orientation

6 (70%–79%) Able to recognise, sort and compare rectangles, circles, squares and triangles in any orientation

7 (80%–100%) Able to describe, sort and compare rectangles, circles, squares and triangles in any orientation

Reflection

Think about and make a note of: What went well?  
What did not go well? What did the learners find difficult or easy 
to understand or do? What will you do to support or extend 
learners? Did you complete all the work set for the week? If not, 
how will you get back on track? 

What will you change next time? Why?

HOD: Date:
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Week 7

Day CAPS content, concepts, skills LP no. DBE 
workbook

Resources Date 
completed

26 Data – bar graph and tables: Group to at 
least 200 objects to estimate and count 
reliably; Represent data in a table with tallies 
and frequencies; Represent data in a graph

21 Worksheet 22 
(pp. 50–51)

n/a  

27 Data – tallies and tables: Collect data about 
the class to answer a question posed by 
the teacher; Use tallies to record data in 
categories provided

22 Worksheet 36 
(pp. 84–85)

n/a
Written assessment 

item 16

 

28 Threes (equivalent groups) and repeated 
addition: Solve repeated addition problems 
up to 30 using threes; Multiply numbers  
1 to 10 by 3 and use appropriate symbols  
(×, =, □)

23 Worksheet 27 
(p. 62)

Counters  

29 Threes arrays: Solve repeated addition 
problems up to 50 using threes; Multiply 
numbers 1 to 10 by 3 and use appropriate 
symbols (×, =, □)

24 Worksheet 27 
(p. 63)

n/a  

30 Complete and consolidate the week’s 
assessment and work

n/a  

Week 7 Assessment Activity: PRACTICAL – FORMAL
CAPS: Data handling: Collecting and representing data
Activity: Observe learners’ ability to collect, present, analyse and interpret data

Mark: 
/7

Mark 
(percentage)

Criteria – rubric

1 (0%–29%) Collects data

2 (30%–39%) Collects and sorts the data

3 (40%–49%) Collects, sorts and describes the sorted data

4 (50%–59%) Collects, sorts, describes and organises data in a table

5 (60%–69%) Organises data in a table and answers questions posed by the teacher

6 (70%–79%) Tabulates and represents data in a pictograph

7 (80%–100%) Tabulates and represents data and answers questions about data in pictograph

Reflection

Think about and make a note of: What went well?  
What did not go well? What did the learners find difficult or easy 
to understand or do? What will you do to support or extend 
learners? Did you complete all the work set for the week? If not, 
how will you get back on track? 

What will you change next time? Why?

HOD: Date:
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Week 8

Day CAPS content, concepts, skills LP no. DBE 
workbook

Resources Date 
completed

31 Threes – sharing and grouping: Solve and 
explain solutions to practical problems that 
involve equal sharing and grouping up to 
30; Divide numbers up to 30 by 3 and use 
appropriate symbols (÷, =, □)

25 Worksheet 30a 
(pp. 68–69)

Counters  

32 Fours (equivalent groups) and repeated 
addition: Solve repeated addition problems 
up to 40 using fours; Multiply numbers  
1 to 10 by 4 and use appropriate symbols  
(×, =, □)

26 Worksheet 28 
(p. 64)

Counters  

33 Fours arrays: Solve repeated addition 
problems up to 50 using fours; Multiply 
numbers 1 to 10 by 4 and use appropriate 
symbols (×, =, □)

27 Worksheet 28 
(p. 65)

n/a
Written assessment  

item 12

 

34 Fours – sharing and grouping: Solve and 
explain solutions to practical problems that 
involve equal sharing and grouping up to 
50; Divide numbers up to 50 by 4 and use 
appropriate symbols (÷, =, □)

28 Worksheet 30b 
(pp. 70–71)

Counters  

35 Complete and consolidate the week’s 
assessment and work

n/a  

Week 8 Assessment Activity: ORAL – FORMAL
CAPS: Number operations and relationships
Activity: Observe learners’ ability to count in threes and fours and work with multiples, sharing 
and grouping

Mark: 
/7

Mark Criteria – Checklist: 1 mark for each criterion achieved

1 Able to count in 3s 

1 Able to count in 4s 

1 Able to count 3s and 4s shown in arrays

1 Able to use 3s in sharing problems

1 Able to use 4s in sharing problems

1 Able to use 3s in grouping problems

1 Able to use 4s in grouping problems

1 (0%–29%)

1 of 7 criteria

2 (30%–39%)

2 of 7 criteria

3 (40%–49%)

3 of 7 criteria

4 (50%–59%)

4 of 7 criteria

5 (60%–69%)

5 of 7 criteria

6 (70%–79%)

6 of 7 criteria

7 (80%–100%)

7 of 7 criteria

Reflection

Think about and make a note of: What went well?  
What did not go well? What did the learners find difficult or 
easy to understand or do? What will you do to support or 
extend learners? Did you complete all the work set for the 
week? If not, how will you get back on track? 

What will you change next time? Why?

HOD: Date:
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Week 9

Day CAPS content, concepts, skills LP no. DBE 
workbook

Resources Date 
completed

36 Fractions – sharing leading to fractions: 
Solve and explain solutions to practical 
problems that involve equal sharing leading 
to solutions that include unitary fractions, 
e.g. 1/2, 1/4, 3/4, 2/5, etc.; Use and name 
fractions in familiar contexts including 
halves, quarters, eights, thirds, sixths, fifths

29 Cones, sharing circles, 
hula hoops, counters, 
printable worksheet 

(sharing to find fractions)

 

37 Fractions – fractions as a parts of a group: 
Use and name fractions in familiar contexts 
including halves, quarters, eights, thirds, 
sixths, fifths

30 Worksheet 31 
(pp. 72–73)

n/a
Written assessment  

item 9

 

38 Fractions – fraction shapes: Solve and 
explain solutions to practical problems that 
involve equal sharing leading to solutions 
that include unitary fractions, e.g. 1/2, 1/4, 
3/4, 2/5 etc.; Begin to recognise equivalent 
fractions

31 Scrap paper, fraction 
circles, fraction wall (see 

Printable Resources)
Written assessment  

item 10

 

39 Capacity/volume: Estimate measure, 
compare and order the capacity of 
containers by using non-standard 
measures, e.g. spoons and cups; Describe 
the capacity of the container by counting 
and stating how many of the informal units 
it takes to fill the container

32 Worksheet 14 
(p. 30)

Spoons, clear/see-
through cups (2 cups 

for each group and an 
extra set for the teacher 

for demonstration), 
various other containers 

(e.g. jugs, 1-, 2- and 
3-litre plastic bottles, 
margarine containers)
Written assessment  

item 14

 

40 Complete and consolidate the week’s 
assessment and work

n/a  

Week 9 Assessment Activity: PRACTICAL – FORMAL
CAPS: Measurement: Capacity
Activity: Observe learners’ ability to estimate, measure, compare and order according to capacity

Mark: 
/7

Mark Criteria – Checklist: 1 mark for each criterion achieved

1 Can use the vocabulary of capacity, e.g. full, empty

1 Can estimate capacity in non-standard units, e.g. spoons and cups

1 Can estimate capacity in standard units, e.g. using 5 ml teaspoons and 250 ml cups 

1 Can measure capacity using non-standard units

1 Can measure capacity using standard units

1 Can compare two containers according to capacity

1 Can order a set of containers according to capacity

1 (0%–29%)

1 of 7 criteria

2 (30%–39%)

2 of 7 criteria

3 (40%–49%)

3 of 7 criteria

4 (50%–59%)

4 of 7 criteria

5 (60%–69%)

5 of 7 criteria

6 (70%–79%)

6 of 7 criteria

7 (80%–100%)

7 of 7 criteria

Reflection

Think about and make a note of: What went well?  
What did not go well? What did the learners find difficult or 
easy to understand or do? What will you do to support or 
extend learners? Did you complete all the work set for the 
week? If not, how will you get back on track? 

What will you change next time? Why?

HOD: Date:
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Week 10

Day CAPS content, concepts, skills LP no. DBE 
workbook

Resources Date 
completed

41 Capacity/volume: Compare, order and 
record the capacity of commercially 
packaged objects whose capacity is stated 
in litres; Know that a standard cup is 250 ml 
and that a teaspoon is 5 ml

33 Worksheet 14 
(p. 31)

Containers and pictures 
on which you can see 

the capacity (e.g. 250 ml-
cup, teaspoon, an empty 

1-litre bottle)

 

42 Time – calendars: Read dates on calendar; 
Place birthdays, religious festivals, public 
holidays, historical events, school events on 
a calendar

34 Worksheet 12 
(pp. 26–27)

Current calendar  
(1 per pair)

 

43 Time – analogue time: Tell 12-hour time 
in hours, half-hours, quarters on analogue 
clocks and digital clocks and other digital 
instruments

35 Worksheet 32 
(pp. 74–75)

Analogue clock  
(see Printable 

Resources), digital clocks
Written assessment  

item 15

 

44 Time – calculate time passed: Calculate 
length of time and passing of time

36 Analogue clock  
(see Printable 

Resources), digital clock

 

45 Complete and consolidate the week’s 
assessment and work

n/a  

Week 10 Assessment Activity: ORAL – INFORMAL
CAPS: Measurement: Time
Activity: Observe learners’ ability to work with calendars

Mark: 
/7

Mark Criteria – Checklist: 1 mark for each criterion achieved

1 Knows the names of the calendar months (January to December) 

1 Able to read the calendar month name

1 Able to read the names of the days of the week (Monday to Sunday)

1 Able to identify weekdays on a calendar

1 Able to identify weekend days on a calendar 

1 Able to locate given dates on a calendar

1 Able to calculate number of days passed between two give dates

1 (0%–29%)

1 of 7 criteria

2 (30%–39%)

2 of 7 criteria

3 (40%–49%)

3 of 7 criteria

4 (50%–59%)

4 of 7 criteria

5 (60%–69%)

5 of 7 criteria

6 (70%–79%)

6 of 7 criteria

7 (80%–100%)

7 of 7 criteria

Reflection

Think about and make a note of: What went well?  
What did not go well? What did the learners find difficult or 
easy to understand or do? What will you do to support or 
extend learners? Did you complete all the work set for the 
week? If not, how will you get back on track? 

What will you change next time? Why?

HOD: Date:
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Week 11

Day CAPS content, concepts, skills LP no. DBE 
workbook

Resources Date 
completed

46 Geometric patterns: Copy, extend, 
describe in words simple patterns 
made with physical objects and with 
drawings of lines, shapes or objects; 
Create own geometric patterns with 
physical objects and drawings of lines, 
shapes or objects

37 Worksheet 47
(p. 109)

Four sets of 4–5 identical 
items (e.g. pictures of 4 

apples, 4 oranges, 4 pears 
and 4 bananas) per group

 

47 Number patterns in 3: Copy and 
extend and describe number 
sequences of 3 between 0 and 200

38 Worksheet 29 
Q. 1c (p. 66)

1–200 number board  
(see Printable Resources), 

counters

 

48 Number patterns in 4: Copy and 
extend and describe number 
sequences of 4 between 0 and 200

39 Worksheet 29 
Q. 1d (p. 66)
Worksheet 9 
(pp. 20–21)

1–200 number board  
(see Printable Resources), 

counters

 

49 Number patterns in 5: Copy and 
extend and describe number 
sequences of 5 between 0 and 300

40 Worksheet 29 
Q.1a (p. 66)

1–200 number board  
(see Printable Resources), 

counters

 

50 Complete and consolidate the week’s 
assessment and work

n/a  

Week 11 Assessment Activity: ORAL and PRACTICAL – INFORMAL
CAPS: Patterns and Algebra: Geometric patterns
Activity: Observe learners’ ability to copy and extend geometric patterns

Mark: 
/7

Mark 
(percentage)

Criteria – rubric

1 (0%–29%) Unable to copy, extend or describe geometric patterns

2 (30%–39%) Able to copy geometric patterns

3 (40%–49%) Able to extend geometric patterns when assisted but makes many mistakes

4 (50%–59%) Able to extend geometric patterns when assisted but makes a few mistakes

5 (60%–69%) Able to extend geometric patterns without assistance but makes a few mistakes

6 (70%–79%) Able to extend geometric patterns without assistance correctly always

7 (80%–100%) Able to extend geometric patterns confidently and correctly

Reflection

Think about and make a note of: What went well?  
What did not go well? What did the learners find difficult 
or easy to understand or do? What will you do to support 
or extend learners? Did you complete all the work set for 
the week? If not, how will you get back on track? 

What will you change next time? Why?

HOD: Date:
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ASSESSMENT RESOURCES
1. ASSESSMENT TERM PLAN

The assessment term plan gives an overview of how the formal and informal assessment programme fits into 
the weekly lesson plans. 
Note: 

• The practical and oral activities provided in the tracker link to the lesson activities in the week in which they are 
to be done. 

• The written assessment items and guidelines for marking them are included at the end of this document. 

Written assessment tasks are to be selected and marked by teachers in appropriate lessons according to the 
lesson plans. Teachers may wish to group the items or use them individually.

Week Informal Assessment Activities Formal Assessment Activities

1 Revision activities Baseline assessment notes

2 Oral: Activity 1
Number, operations and relationships – Place 
value

Written: Item bank questions 1, 2 and 3
Number 

3 Oral and Practical: Activity 2
Number, operations and relationships – Addition

Written: Item bank questions 4 and 5
Number 

4 Oral and Practical: Activity 3
Number, operations and relationships – Subtraction

Written: Item bank question 6
Number

5 Oral: Activity 4
Patterns and Algebra – Number patterns

Written: Item bank questions 7 and 8
Number

6 Oral: Activity 5
Space and shape – 2-D shapes

Written: Item bank questions 11 and 13
Patterns and Space and Shape

7 Practical: Activity 6
Data handling – Collect and represent data

Written: Item bank question 16 
Data Handling

8 Oral: Activity 7
Number operations and relationships – Multiples, 
sharing and grouping 

Written: Item bank question 12
Number patterns

9 Practical: Activity 8
Measurement – Capacity

Written: Item bank questions 9, 10 and 14
Number and measurement

10 Oral: Activity 9
Measurement – Time

Written: Item bank question 15
Measurement

11 Oral and Practical: Activity 10
Patterns and Algebra – Geometric patterns
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3. EXEMPLAR WRITTEN ASSESSMENT ITEMS WITH SUGGESTED MARKING MEMOS

Resources that can be used for written assessment of each curriculum content strand and their memos are 
given in the following section. They are given in bilingual format.

Written assessment is to be done in addition to oral and practical assessment to carry out meaningful 
continuous assessment throughout the term. The tracker provides a suggested set of oral and practical 
assessment activities with rubrics or checklists that can be used to help you carry out your oral and practical 
assessment of learners.

You need to plan when you will do written assessment. We suggest you do it during the lessons in which 
you are teaching the same content (links to the items are given in the Resources column of the tracker). 
The questions provided here are taken from past written assessment papers that were previously in 
the lesson plans but they have been grouped according to content area. We suggest you use selected 
items as smaller written assessment tasks. This aligns better with the curriculum objective of continuous 
assessment in Foundation Phase.

You can choose to mark and record the mark of the selected items OR of an equivalent classwork activity.

There is one lesson “slot” per week that is assigned for you to catch up or consolidate the lesson plan 
content covered in the week’s lessons. This lesson should also be used for the purpose of carrying out 
written assessment tasks or to complete oral or practical tasks for that week.

Written assessment item mark breakdown (according to exemplar items)

1. Written assessment items for Number and operations

There are several assessment items for Number and operations. These are linked in the Resources column 
of the tracker. You could use the following sheet to record the written assessment marks for Number and 
operations per learner as the term progresses. You can then add the marks to get a mark out of 31 for 
each learner. This mark can then be inserted into the column for the total mark for written assessment of 
Number and operations in the suggested overall exemplar mark sheet. 
There is also a column in the overall formal assessment mark record sheet for the total mark per 
learner for written assessment in each of the other CAPS curriculum strands: Pattern, Space and shape, 
Measurement and Data handling. The information below summarises the items for these content topics 
given in the exemplar items.

2. Written assessment items for Pattern

Questions 11 and 12 – Marks 3 + 4 = 7

3. Written assessment items for Space and shape

Questions 13 – Marks 12

4. Written assessment items for Measurement

Questions 14 and 15 – Marks 3 + 2 = 5

5. Written assessment items for Data handling

Question 16 – Marks 9

The exemplar items and suggested marking memoranda for these items are given on the pages that follow.  
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4. ITEM BANK FOR WRITTEN ASSESSMENT

Written assessment items for Number, operations and relationships

Question 1  
Umbuzo 1 (3)

Complete the following:
Qedela lokhu okulandelayo:

 a) 64 = _____ tens + _____ units 

  64 = amashumi a-_____ + imivo e-_____

 b) 3 units + 9 tens + __________ = 193

   imivo e-3 + amashumi ayi-9 + __________ = 193

Question 2  
Umbuzo 2 (2)

Write this number in words: 
Bhala le nombolo ngamagama:

 a) 18 _______________________________________

 b) 154 ______________________________________

Question 3 
Umbuzo 3  (2)

Circle the biggest number and make a cross over the smallest number.
Kokelezela inombolo enkulu kunazo zonke bese ubeka isiphambano kwencane kunazo zonke.

160 106 116 166

Question 4
Umbuzo 4 (2)

Write the number symbol for the following number:
Bhala le nombolo elandelayo ine yinombolo:

 a) Seventy six _______________________________________

  Amashumi ayisikhombisa nesithupha _______________________________________

 b) Two hundred and nine _______________________________________

  Amakhulu amabili nesishiyagalolunye _______________________________________
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Question 5 
Umbuzo 5 (2)

Use the number lines to calculate:
Sebenzisa imigqa yezinombolo ukubala:

 a) 125 + 30 = 

   100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200

 b) 190 – 45 = 

   100 110 120 130 140 150 160 170 180 190 200

Question 6 
Umbuzo 6 

Apples cost 90c. Neo has four 50c coin and two 20c coins. 
Ama-aphula abiza ama-90c. UNeo unezinhlamvu zama-50c ezine nezama-20c ezimbili.

 a) How much money does Neo have?
  Unamalini uNeo seyiyonke? (2)

  _______________________________________

 b) How much will two apples cost? 
  Azobiza malini ama-aphula amabili? (2)

  _______________________________________

 c) How much money will he have left?
  Yena-ke uzosala namalini? (2)

  _______________________________________

Question 7 
Umbuzo 7 (3)
My grandmother tiles her floor. She has 6 rows with 5 tiles in each row. How many tiles does she use?  
Draw a number line to show how many tiles she uses altogether. Write the number sentence. 

Ugogo ufaka amathayili phansi. Unemigqa eyi-6 enamathayili ama-5 umugqa. Mangaki amathayili esewonke? 
Dweba umugqa wezinombolo ukukhombisa ukuthi mangaki amathayili akhona esewonke. Bhala umusho 
wezinombolo. 
 

Question 8 
Umbuzo 8 (2)

I have 9 bags. There are 2 sweets in each bag. 
How many sweets do I have altogether? _______________________________________

Nginamaphakethe ayi-9. Kunamaswidi amabili ephaketheni ngalinye. 
Mangaki amaswidi enginawo esewonke? _______________________________________
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Question 9
Umbuzo 9  (5)

There are 9 boys and 6 girls. 
Kunabafana abayi-9 namantombazana ayi-6. 

 a) How many children are there altogether? ________
  Zingaki izingane seziphelele? _________

 b) How many boys are there? _________
  Bangaki abafana? _________

 c) What fraction of the children are boys? _________
  Abafana bawucezu olungakanani? _________

 d) How many girls are there? _________
  Mangaki amantombazana? _________

 e) What fraction of the children are girls? _________
  Amantombazana awucezu olungakanani? _________

Question 10 
Umbuzo 10  (2)

Shade one half of each shape below in a different way:
Faka umbala kuhhafu wesimo ngasinye lapha ngezansi, ingafani imibala:
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Written assessment items for Number, operations and relationships: solutions 
and mark allocations

1. (1 mark for the correct answer)
 (Imaki eli-1 ngempendulo ngayinye eyamukelekile)

 a) 64 = 6 tens + 4 units 
  64 = amashumi a-6 + imivo e-4

 b) 3 units + 9 tens + 1 hundred = 193
   imivo e-3 + amashumi ayi-9 + ikhulu eli-1 = 193

(3)

2. (1 mark for each correct answer)
 (Imaki eli-1 ngempendulo ngayinye eyamukelekile)

 a) eighteen
  ishumi nesishiyagalombili 

 b) one hundred and fifty four
  ikhulu namashumi amahlanu nane

(2)

3. (1 mark for each correct answer)
 (Imaki eli-1 ngempendulo ngayinye eyamukelekile)

160 106 116 166

(2)

4. (1 mark for each correct answer)
 (Imaki eli-1 ngempendulo ngayinye eyamukelekile)

 a) 76

 b) 209

(2)

5. (1 mark for each correct answer)
 (Imaki eli-1 ngempendulo ngayinye eyamukelekile)

 a) 155

 b) 145

(2) + (2)

6. (1 mark for the correct answer)
 (Imaki eli-1 ngempendulo ngayinye eyamukelekile)

 a) 4 × 50c = R2,00 and/and 2 × 20c = 40c   He has/unama R2,40

 b) 2 × 90c = R1,80 or/or 180c 

 c) R2,40 – R1,80 = 60c

(2) + (2) + (2)

7. (1 mark for the correct answer and two marks for the number line)
 (Imaki eli-1 ngempendulo eyamukelekile namamaki amabili enkabamudwa yezinombolo)

 6 × 5 = 30

 

(3)

8. 9 × 2 = 18 (1 mark/Imaki eli-1)
 18 sweets/amaswidi ayi-18 (1 mark/Imaki eli-1)

(2)

 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
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9. (1 mark for each correct answer)
 (Imaki eli-1 ngempendulo ngayinye eyamukelekile)

 a) 15

 b) 9

 c) three fifths 
  okuthathu kokuhlanu

 d) 6

 e) two fifths 
  okubili kokuhlanu

(5)

10. (1 mark for each correct answer)
 (Imaki eli-1 ngempendulo ngayinye eyamukelekile)

 (answers may vary)
 (izimpendulo ziyehlukahlukana)

(2)
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Written assessment items for Pattern

Question 11  
Umbuzo 11 (3)

Complete the following patterns:
Qedela la maphethini:

 a) 138, 140, 142, _____,

 b) 76, 74, _____, 70

 c) 60, _____, 70, 75

Question 12
Umbuzo 12 (4)

 a) Underline the numbers that are not multiples of 4?
  Dwebela izinombolo ezingaphindaphindeki ngoku-4?

  32, 21, 28, 27, 36, 24

 b) Count in 5s: 
  Bala ngaku-5:

  ___; ___; 165; 160; 155

Written assessment items for Patterns: solutions and mark allocations

11. (1 mark for each correct answer)
 (Imaki eli-1 ngempendulo ngayinye eyamukelekayo)

 a) 144

 b) 72

 c) 65

(3)

12. (1 mark for each correct answer)
 (Imaki eli-1 ngempendulo ngayinye eyamukelekile)

 a) 32, 21, 28, 27, 36, 24

 b) 175; 170

(4)
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Written assessment items for Space and shape

Question 13
Umbuzo 13 (12)

Draw and complete this table/Dweba uphinde uqedele leli thebhula

Name of shape
Igama lesimo

Number of sides
Inani lezinhlangothi

Are the sides  
straight or round?

Ngabe izinhlangothi zabo 
ziqondile noma zigobile?

a)

b)

c)

d)

Written assessment items for Space and shape: solutions and mark allocations

13. (1 mark for each correct answer)
 (Imaki eli-1 ngempendulo ngayinye eyamukelekayo)

 a) square/izikwele 4  straight/ziqondile

 b) triangle/onxantathu 3  straight/ziqondile

 c) rectangle/onxande 4  straight/ziqondile

 d) circle/isiyingi 1  round/zigobile

(12)
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Written assessment items for Measurement

Question 14
Umbuzo 14  (3)

 340 ml 1 000 ml

 a) What is the capacity of the milk carton? __________

  Ibhokisi lobisi lunomthamo ongakanani? __________

 b) What is the capacity of the Fanta can? __________

  IFanta isekanini elinomthamo ongakanani? __________

 c) Which container has the greater capacity? __________

  Yisiphi isitsha esinomthamo omkhulu kulezi zombili? __________

Question 15 
Umbuzo 15 (2) 

 a) Write half past 7 in digital time. 
  Bhala uthi ligamenxe elesi-7 ngokwewashi elicwayizayo.

  _________________________________________________________

 b) Write 05:30 in analogue time.
  Bhala 05:30 ngokwewashi lezinti.

  _________________________________________________________

Written assessment items for Measurement: solutions and mark allocations

14. (1 mark for each correct answer)
 (Imaki eli-1 ngempendulo ngayinye eyamukelekile)

 a) 1 000 ml

 b) 340 ml 

 c) The milk carton 
  Ikesi lobisi

(3)

15. (1 mark for each correct answer)
 (Imaki eli-1 ngempendulo ngayinye eyamukelekayo)

 a) 07:30

 b) 5.30 am

(2)
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Written assessment items for Data handling

Question 16
Umbuzo 16 (9)

The children in your class have dogs, cats, fish and birds as pets.
Abantwana eklasini lakho banezinja, amakati, izinhlanzi kanye nezinyoni ezingabangani babo.

 a) Use the tally table to sort the data and find the number of each type of pet.
   Sebenzisa ithebhula lokubala ukuhlela imininingwane uthole inani lohlobo ngalunye 

lwesilwane esingumngani.

Pet Tally Frequency

Isilwane esiwumngani Ukubala Ukuphindaphindeka

dogs/izinja

cats/amakati

birds/izinyoni

 b) What is the most popular pet? 

  Yisiphi isilwane esiyintandokazi kakhulu?

  ____________________________________________________________________________

 c) What is the least popular pet?

  Yisiphi esingathandwa kakhulu?

  ____________________________________________________________________________

 d) What is the difference between the number of cats and the number of birds as pets?

  Mahluko muni okhona phakathi kwenani lamakati nezinyoni ezingabangani?

  ____________________________________________________________________________
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Written assessment items for Data handling: solutions and mark allocations

16. (1 mark for each correct answer)

 (Imaki eli-1 ngempendulo ngayinye eyamukelekayo)

a) Pet Tally Frequency

Isilwane esiwumngani Ukubala Ukuphindaphindeka

dogs/izinja  | | | | 9

cats/amakati  | | 7

birds/izinyoni | | | | 4

 b) dog 
  inja

 c) bird 
  inyoni

 d) 3

(9)
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5. TRACKING AND REFLECTING TOOLS

5.1 Conventional classrooms1

NAME OF TEACHER: __________________________________________________  SUBJECT/GRADE: __________

Week no. in planner ________________ 

Week no. in term when work planned for week started ________________ 

Refer to the planner2 for details of the week’s work (or the ATP for subjects without planners)

Class (or subject for FP)

On track by end of week? (Yes/no)

How many learners are working 
confidently?3 (Rough estimate)

How many learners in this class?

DAY4

BRIEF NOTES ON THE DAY’S WORK: Consider such things as:
What concepts/skills did the learners struggle with or manage well in this lesson?  

What could be the reasons for this? Did the class complete the work you had planned?  
Do you need to change your plans for the next lesson? What changes will you make?

1

2

3

4

5

Reflection on the week: Think about and make a note of:

What concepts and skills for the week did learners 
struggle with? What could you do differently next 

time to better support or extend learning?  
What good practice could you share?

Did you cover the curriculum for the week? If not,  
what were some of the challenges? What can you do 
to catch up? What help do you need? How will your 
progress this week affect your plan for next week? 

DH: Date:

1 Please amend this draft template to suit the needs of your school.
2  You can use any planning document (such as the CAPS planner, the ATP or printed lesson plans) as the basis for your tracking.
3 Estimate of learners in that grade that are working confidently at Level 4 (adequate achievement) or above.
4 This can also be lessons if there are more than five lessons a week.
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5.2 Multigrade classrooms1

NAME OF TEACHER: _______________________________________________________________________________

Week no. in planner ________________ 

Week no. in term when work planned for week started ________________ 

Refer to the planner2 for details of the week’s work (or the ATP for subjects without planners)

Subjects

GRADE On track this week? 3 
Est. learners > Level 4 4 
# learners in grade

GRADE On track this week? 
Est. learners > Level 4 
# learners in grade

GRADE On track this week? 
Est. learners > Level 4 
# learners in grade

DAY

BRIEF NOTES ON THE DAY’S WORK: Consider such things as:
What concepts/skills did the learners struggle with or manage well in this lesson?  

What could be the reasons for this? Did the class complete the work you had planned?  
Do you need to change your plans for the next lesson? What changes will you make?

1

2

3

4

5

Reflection on the week: Think about and make a note of:

SUBJECT

What concepts and skills for the week did learners 
struggle with? What could you do differently next 

time to better support or extend learning?  
What good practice could you share?

Did you cover the curriculum for the week? If not, 
what were some of the challenges? What can you do 
to catch up? What help do you need? How will your 
progress this week affect your plan for next week? 

Principal: Date:

1 Please amend this draft template to suit the needs of your school.
2  You can use any planning document (such as the CAPS planner, the ATP or printed lesson plans) as the basis for your tracking.
3 Yes/no?
4 Estimate of learners in that grade that are working confidently at Level 4 (adequate achievement) or above.
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Jik’iMfundo is a programme to improve learning 
outcomes, funded by the National Education 
Collaboration Trust, the KwaZulu-Natal 
Department of Education and others.
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